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Abstract 
Learning to produce and to identify sounds (phonemes) is not the same as learning the difference between 
sounds which leads to meaning delivery. One part of the acquisition of phonetics is the ability to perceive sounds 
which distinguish differences in meaning. This paper explores the perception in Saudi learners of the English 
Bilabial Stops /p/ and /b/ and the English Labio-dental Fricatives /f/ and /v/. Four different groups took part in 
this experiment. These groups were divided according to their age and their exposure to English either in English 
speaking countries or elsewhere. The participants had to listen to the different phonemes occurring initially, 
medially and finally. One of these groups of words contained non-sense words to test the participants’ 
mis-perceptions when they do not recognize the sounds as part of their mental lexical knowledge. The results 
show these four groups faced difficulties perceiving and recognizing some sounds according to their exposure to 
English. Two groups, consisting of adults and children, showed very few misperceptions and/or missed sounds 
because they studied English in Australia for more than three years. Children had better perception than adults. 
The other groups show to had more misperceptions and/or missed sounds. Participants who had studied English 
in Australia for less than six months showed fewer misperceptions than those participants who had studied 
English in Saudi Arabia. This study suggests that teaching articulation (pronunciation) to Saudi learners of 
English in early stages is essential in order to avoid unconscious miscommunications due to the wrong 
perception and production of phonemes.  
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1. Introduction 

No one can ignore that languages, at least, human spoken languages, share some phonemes, but they also differ 
with regard to phonemes. That is, a phoneme (a basic sound element that distinguishes one sound from another) 
which can be found in English, for instance, is not necessarily to be found in other languages such as Arabic. 
English has some sounds which do not exist in Arabic such as /p/ and /v/. Similarly, Arabic has sounds which do 
not exist in English like the pharyngeal fricative /ћ/. Therefore, Arabic speakers who speak English as a second 
language find it difficult to distinguish aurally and orally between /p/ vs /b/ and /v/ vs /f/. This essay focuses on 
Saudi students as a second language learners of English (ESL/EFL) as participants who will undergo the 
experiment of the perception of the distinct Bilabial Stops phonemes /p/ vs /b/ and Labiodental Fricatives 
phonemes /v/ vs /f/. As a result of this experiment, we will answer the question “Do Saudi Arabian second 
language learners misperceive the /p/ and /v/ sounds of English?” I hypothesize that they will find it difficult to 
recognize these sounds and even sometimes find it impossible to hear them depending on their exposure to the 
language and their age when they start learning English. 

2. Background and Literature Review 
Learning a foreign language (as a second language (L2)) in a particular environment and exposure impacts on 
the learning processes. This learning process starts with the acquisition of L2 sounds. Many factors might 
contribute to this either positively or negatively according to the similarities and the differences between L1 and 
L2 with regard to many aspects including the phonetics. Age is also crucial when it is linked to learning a new 
language. That is, early bilinguals have the possibility to have complete “control” of a second language phonetic 
system (Lenneberg, 1967; Penfield, 1953; Penfield & Roberts, 1959; Seliger, 1978). Beardsmore (1986) claims 
that these learners might be monolingual.  
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Therefore, studies which focus on investigating the acquisition of English phonemes, as a second language can 
contribute significantly to the field of linguistics involving teaching and learning English as a second language. 
Saying that, it is important to mention that studies vary according to their goals. One area of interest is that 
which tries to investigate and to compare the speech perception and production of different phonemes on those 
sounds which are challenging for second language learners. Saudi learners (ESL/EFL) find it difficult to perceive 
and/or produce phonemes such as the English Bilabial stops /b/ and /p/ and the English Fricatives /f/ and /v/. It is 
assumed that a language, that has the most marked /b/, should have the least marked sound /p/ (Prince & 
Smolensky, 1993). However, this is not the case in Arabic because Arabic has /b/ but not /p/. Hence, this study is 
important.  

2.1 Previous Studies 

There are very few studies, which address the perception and the production of English sounds including both 
consonants and vowels. Some of these studies were conducted on speakers of Arabic and some others include 
speakers of other languages. Mack (1989) is one important study where the focus was on consonants and vowels 
perception and production by early English-French bilingual and English monolingual speakers. This study 
includes many experiments and concludes that the phonetic systems of early adult bilinguals are approximate but 
not as the same as those of monolinguals. In contrast, the early English-French bilinguals performed the same as 
the monolinguals. Moskowits (1975) conducted a study on early stages of child acquisition of fricatives. 
Moskowits suggests that the learning child acquires the phonetic and the phonological information in different 
ways. However, it is claimed that phonological acquisition is by far more regular than the phonetic one. Other 
studies include other learners from different backgrounds. Hattori and Iverson (2009); Kusumoto (2012) suggest 
that Japanese learners of English as a second and/or foreign language (ESL/EFL) are shown to have difficulties 
distinguishing between /l/ and /r/ after many years of English education. Zhang (2009) found that English 
learners in China are shown to have problems producing sounds which do not exist in their native language. 
Mohammad Hossein (2017) conducted a similar study on HAUSA speaking learners of English where they also 
experience some difficulties. Cheon (2005) investigated a similar study focusing on the perception and the 
production of English fricatives on Korean learners. Similar results also occurred to show that Korean learners of 
English face problems acquiring English sounds. Youfu and Yalun (2002) studied the pronunciation problems 
Thai learners of English (ESL/EFL) have which include both English consonants and vowels. Leelawadee (2011) 
and Sasiwimon (2013) conducted a study on Thai students at Wall Street Institute where the focus was on the 
production of some English phonemes where they found the students replace /l/ with /r/ in word-initial position. 
Phosrithong (2017) conducted a comprehensive study where she studied the perception of English initial 
consonants sounds concluding with similar results where learners of English as a second language have 
difficulties and face problems producing the English sounds.  

In addition, there are also several studies which focus on learners of English (ESL/EFL) from Arabic background 
as their native language. Moustafa (1979) investigated a group of Egyptian Arabic speakers. The results show 
that they have a perceptual difficulty with the bilabial phoneme /p/. They perceived /p/ sound almost the same as 
/b/ (Moustafa, 1979, p. 440). Khattab (2000) studied children’s production of voiced and voiceless stops of 
monolingual and bilingual Lebanese Arabic and English-speaking children. He suggests that age plays an 
important role with regard to language acquisition. Elkhair (2014) conducted a study in pronunciation problem 
on Sudanese learners of English at Sudan University. The study shows that the learners face problems in 
pronunciation with some English consonants such as /z/ and /ð/, /s/ and /Ɵ/, /b/ and /p/, /ʃ/ and /tʃ/. 

Some other studies focus on Saudi Gulf Arabic. Flege’s (1980) and Flege and Port’s (1981) studies investigated 
Saudi where three experiments revealed the issues that these learners have with relation to the perception and 
production of English stops. A similar study by Rasmussen (2007) having Arabic listeners (all from the Gulf 
region: Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab). The study also proves that Arabic learners might have some 
difficulties when they are compared with American English listeners. Buali (2010) conducted a similar study 
where the focus was on the perception and production of the English bilabial /p/ in Saudi Gulf Arabic English. 
Alshangiti (2015) conducted a study to investigate speech production and perception in adult Arabic learners of 
English (ESL/EFL). This study focuses on a comparative study of the role of production and perception training 
in the acquisition of British English vowels.  

3. Methodology 
The aim of this study was to test the perception of the English Bilabial Stops /p/ and /b/ and the English 
Labiodental Fricatives /f/ and /v/. The participants, involved in this study, were some students from Saudi Arabia 
as second language speakers. The test was accomplished by using some minimal pairs for each phoneme 
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occurring in different environments (word initial position, word medial position and word final position). Some 
non-sense words were used to ensure accurate findings. Each section involved repetition of some words in order 
to check the participants’ choices. I chose five minimal pairs for each phoneme in three different environments. 
These minimal pairs were produced randomly by a native speaker of English. The participants had only the 
phonemes written in front of them for each minimal pair. All they had to do was to tick the sound that they heard. 
If they were unable to decide, they could skip the sound and move to the next one. There was no repetition for 
these words in order to get better results. After analysing the results, we were able to see to what extent these 
Arab speakers could distinguish between these four phonemes. 

4. Arabic and English Consonants  
There are eighteen common consonants (phonemes) between Arabic and English as shown in Table 1 below. 
These phonemes are not always identical although they exist in both languages. For example, /h/ has a different 
distribution where Arabic can have this sound appear freely in initially, medially and finally. However, this sound 
occurs either initially or medially in English but not in the final positions. On the other hand, some English and 
Arabic phonemes do not share the same place of articulation. For example, the alveolar /t/ is a dental sound in 
Arabic.  

 

Table 1. Common consonants between English and Arabic 

 Common phonemes English example Arabic example 
1. /b/ base badr: “moon” 
2. /t/ tea  tamr: “dates” 
3. /d/ drink dahr: “period” 
4. /k/ key  karam: “generosity  
5. /Ʒ/ jail  Ʒara: “run” 
6. /f/ for  fam: “mouth” 
7. /θ/ thought Θugb: “hole” 
8. /ð/ there  ðʔb: “wolf” 
9. /s/ see  saqf: “roof” 
10. /z/ zoo  za:r: “visited” 
11. /ʃ/ shoe  ʃamal: “north” 
12. /h/ hero  hawaʔ: “air” 
13. /l/ lion  lann: “won’t” 
14. /m/ milk mahr: “dowery” 
15. /n/ no  nmr: “tiger” 
16. /w/ week  wald: “boy” 
17. /r/ rate  raqm: “number” 
18. /j/ yes  Jad: “hand” 

 

However, some phonemes occur in English including /p/, /g/, /Č/, /ʤ/ and /ŋ/ which do not exist in Arabic with 
the exception of /p/ and /g/. With regard to /p/, it can be heard in Arabic as an allophone in certain environments 
such as in libs: “dress”. /b/ is devoiced in Arabic when a voiceless phoneme follows it (Alkhuli, 2007). However, 
it occurs as an allophone [p]. That is, unlike English, it is a phonetic difference which leads to no impact on the 
outcome of the meanings. Thus, /p/ is phonemic in English where it affects the meanings as in pad and bad. In 
addition, /g/ is usually heard in most Arabic dialects such as Saudi dialects but it does not exist in Modern 
Standard Arabic.  

Arabic, on the other hand, also has its own specific phonemes which do not exist in English including /ðˤ/,/dˤ/, 
/tˤ/, /sˤ/, /q/, /χ/, /ʁ/, /ħ/, /ʕ/, /ʔ/. These phonemes, which are Arabic restricted phonemes, do not exist in English 
not even as an allomorph.  

5. Arabic and English Bilabial Stops  
A stop (plosive or occlusive) is a consonant sound (phoneme), which is produced by stopping the airflow in the 
vocal tract. In particular, /p/ and /b/ are bilabial stops, with the airstream stopped at the mouth by the complete 
closure of the lips. The terms plosive and stop are usually used interchangeably, but they are not perfect 
synonyms. Plosives are stops with a pulmonic egressive airstream mechanism. All languages in the world have 
stops and most have at least /p/, /t/, /k/, /n/ and /m/ (Maddieson, 1984).  
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parts according to the environment where the sound can be heard (initially, medially and finally). As mentioned 
above, it is obvious that voicing differs according the environment of phonemes. For example, the final positions 
of the sound /p/ and /b/ where they are devoiced. 

In each environment, there will be eleven words. Minimal pairs for each phoneme occurring in different 
environments (word initial position, word medial position and word final position) are used. Some non-sense 
words are used to ensure accurate findings. Each section will involve repetition of some words in order to check 
the participants’ choices. More details are provided in the methodology section.  

Forty subjects undertook the test. They were divided into four groups according to their exposure to English and 
their environment of the study. Also, participants were chosen from different levels in terms of their education. 
That is, the length of time they had studied English (will be indicated later). They were given five minutes to 
read the instructions and to see an example of what they were going to do. In addition to that, everything with 
regard to the experiment was explained including each section before the recordings were played. 

Unfortunately, although all preparations and arrangements were done to conduct this project effectively, there 
were some obstacles such as the ability to find participants for the different groups I had chosen. Some 
equipment was needed to guarantee the quality of the recordings. For example, a recording laboratory was 
important by which all the participants did the experiment at the same time and in the same setting. Moreover, 
although there should have been some other sounds such as /t/ and /d/ or /Ө/ and /ð/ in order to compare them 
with the chosen phonemes. However, this experiment was considered sufficient to come up with reliable results.  

7.2 The Results  
This section shows the results according to their previous division and according to the numbers that are given to 
each participant to make their names anonymous. 

7.2.1 Misperception of Initial /p/, /b/, /f/ and /v/ 

 

Table 2. Misperception of Initial /p/, /b/, /f/ and /v/- Group A 

Participant’s group Participant’s number Initial /p/ Initial /b/ Initial /f/ Initial /v/ 
Group A 1 0/6 0/5 0/5 0/6 

2 0/6 1/5 0/5 1/6 
3 0/6 0/5 0/5 1/6 
4 0/6 0/5 0/5 0/6 
5 0/6 1/5 0/5 1/6 
6 1/6 1/5 0/5 2/6 
7 1/6 0/5 0/5 1/6 
8 0/6 0/5 0/5 0/6 
9 0/6 1/5 0/5 1/6 
10 1/6 0/5 0/5 1/6 

 

Table 3. Misperception of Initial /p/, /b/, /f/ and /v/- Group B 

Participant’s group Participant’s number Initial /p/ Initial /b/ Initial /f/ Initial /v/ 
Group B 1 3/6 2/5 0/5 3/6 

2 2/6 1/5 2/5 3/6 
3 0/6 2/5 0/5 3/6 
4 0/6 0/5 0/5 1/6 
5 0/6 0/5 1/5 1/6 
6 1/6  2/5 0/5 1/6 
7 1/6 2/5 1/5 2/6 
8 3/6 1/5 1/5 3/6 
9 3/6 3/5 1/5 3/6 
10 4/6 3/5 2/5 1/6 

 

Table 4. Misperception of Initial /p/, /b/, /f/ and /v/- Group C 

Participant’s group Participant’s number Initial /p/ Initial /b/ Initial /f/ Initial /v/ 
Group C 1 0/6 0/5 0/5 0/6 

2 0/6 0/5 0/5 0/6 
3 0/6 1/5 0/5 1/6 
4 0/6 1/5 0/5 1/6 
5 0/6 1/5 1/5 1/6 
6 1/6 1/5 1/5 1/6 
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7 1/6 0/5 0/5 1/6 
8 1/6 0/5 0/5 1/6 
9 0/6 0/5 0/5 0/6 
10 1/6 1/5 1/5 1/6 

 

Table 5. Misperception of Initial /p/, /b/, /f/ and /v/- Group D 

Participant’s group Participant’s number Initial /p/ Initial /b/ Initial /f/ Initial /v/ 
Group D 1 3/6 1/5 3/5 5/6 

2 3/6 2/5 1/5 3/6 
3 5/6 4/5 2/5 3/6 
4 4/6 3/5 2/5 3/6 
5 4/6 3/5 4/5 5/6 
6 5/6 3/5 3/5 4/6 
7 3/6 1/5 3/5 4/6 
8 4/6 2/5 2/5 4/6 
9 3/6 2/5 2/5 3/6 
10 4/6 2/5 2/5 4/6 

 

7.2.2 Misperception of Medial /p/, /b/, /f/ and /v/ 

 

Table 6. Misperception of Medial /p/, /b/, /f/ and /v/ - Group A 

Participant’s group Participant’s number Medial /p/ Medial /b/ Medial /f/ Medial /v/ 
Group A 1 2/6 1/5 2/5 1/6 

2 3/6 2/5 3/5 2/6 
3 0/6 0/5 0/5 0/6 
4 2/6 1/5 0/5 1/6 
5 2/6 0/5 1/5 1/6 
6 1/6 0/5 0/5 2/6 
7 1/6 0/5 0/5 0/6 
8 2/6 1/5 1/5 0/6 
9 3/6 2/5 1/5 2/6 
10 3/6 1/5 2/5 1/6 

 

Table 7. Misperception of Medial /p/, /b/, /f/ and /v/ - Group B 

Participant’s group Participant’s number Medial /p/ Medial /b/ Medial /f/ Medial /v/ 
Group B 1 4/6 3/5 4/5 1/6 

2 0/6 3/5 3/5 3/6 
3 4/6 1/5 3/5 2/6 
4 1/6 1/5 2/5 2/6 
5 2/6 1/5 0/5 2/6 
6 2/6 1/5 3/5 3/6 
7 1/6 2/5 3/4 4/6 
8 1/6 3/5 2/5 3/6  
9 3/6 3/5 2/5 2/6 
10 3/6 2/5 3/5 4/6 

 

Table 8. Misperception of Medial /p/, /b/, /f/ and /v/ - Group C 

Participant’s group Participant’s number Medial /p/ Medial /b/ Medial /f/ Medial /v/ 
Group C 1 1/6 2/5 1/5 1/6 

2 0/6 1/5 1/5 0/6 
3 0/6 0/5 0/5 0/6 
4 1/6 1/5 1/5 1/6 
5 1/6 2/5 1/5 2/6 
6 0/6 1/5 1/5 0/6 
7 1/6 1/5 2/5 1/6 
8 0/6 1/5 1/5 0/6 
9 1/6 1/5 1/5 1/6 
10 0/6 0/5 0/5 0/6 
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Table 9. Misperception of Medial /p/, /b/, /f/ and /v/ - Group D 

Participant’s group Participant’s number Medial /p/ Medial /b/ Medial /f/ Medial /v/ 
Group D 1 5/6 2/5 3/5 4/6 

2 4/6 3/5 3/5 4/6 
3 3/6 3/5 2/5 3/6 
4 3/6 2/5 /5 3/6 
5 3/6 3/5 3/5 3/6 
6 3/6 5/5 4/5 4/6 
7 2/6 3/5 2/5 2/6 
8 3/6 3/5 2/5 3/6 
9 2/6 4/5 2/5 3/6 
10 5/6 5/5 4/5 5/6 

 

7.2.3 Misperception of Final /p/, /b/, /f/ and /v/ 

 

Table 10. Misperception of Final /p/, /b/, /f/ and /v/ - Group A 

Participant’s group Participant’s number Final /p/ Final /b/ Final /f/ Final /v/ 
Group A 1 0/6 3/5 0/5 1/6 

2 2/6 3/5 0/5 3/6 
3 0/6 0/5 1/5 1/6 
4 1/6 1/5 0/5 1/6 
5 1/6 1/5 1/5 1/6 
6 1/6 1/5 0/5 2/6 
7 0/6 0/5 0/5 0/6 
8 0/6 1/5 1/5 0/6 
9 1/6 2/5 1/5 2/6 
10 1/6 2/5 2/5 1/6 

 

Table 11. Misperception of Final /p/, /b/, /f/ and /v/ - Group B 

Participant’s group Participant’s number Final /p/ Final /b/ Final /f/ Final /v/ 
Group B 1 3/6 1/5 3/5 2/6 

2 1/6 2/5 2/5 4/6 
3 2/6 2/5 2/5 3/6 
4 1/6 1/5 2/5 2/6 
5 2/6 1/5 0/5 2/6 
6 2/6 2/5 3/5 3/6 
7 2/6 2/5 3/5 4/6 
8 2/6 1/5 2/5 3/6 
9 2/6 2/5 2/5 2/6 
10 1/6 2/5 3/5 4/6 

 

Table 12. Misperception of Final /p/, /b/, /f/ and /v/ - Group C 

Participant’s group Participant’s number Final /p/ Final /b/ Final /f/ Final /v/ 
Group C 1 3/6 0/5 1/5 1/6 

2 0/6 1/6 1/5 1/6 
3 0/6 0/5 0/5 0/6 
4 1/6 1/5 1/5 1/6 
5 1/6 1/5 1/5 2/6 
6 1/6 1/5 0/5 1/6 
7 1/6 1/5 1/5 2/6 
8 0/6 1/5 0/5 1/6 
9 1/6 1/5 1/5 1/6 
10 0/6 0/5 0/5 0/6 
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Table 13. Misperception of Final /p/, /b/, /f/ and /v/ - Group D 

Participant’s group Participant’s number Final /p/ Final /b/ Final /f/ Final /v/ 
Group D 1 4/6 3/5 4/5 3/6 

2 4/6 3/5 4/5 3/6 
3 3/6 3/6 3/5 3/6 
4 4/6 1/5 2/5 3/6 
5 4/6 2/5 3/5 3/6 
6 4/6 4/5 4/5 4/6 
7 3/6 1/5 3/5 1/6 
8 4/6 1/5 3/5 2/6 
9 3/6 2/5 3/5 2/6 
10 6/6 3/5 4/5 5/6 

 

7.3 Analysis and Discussion 

From the previous sections, it is clear that there were four different groups, which were based on the participants’ 
duration of the exposure to the language as well as the environment where they had the exposure. Doing this 
helped to differentiate between those participants who had their exposure to English in an English-speaking 
country from those who never been immersed in such an environment. The position of the sound determines its 
degree of the misperception, as will be discussed below. Although the misperception, that was identified, was not 
complete, there was evidence that there were misperceptions. These varied from one environment to another and 
from one participant to another. The following sections discuss the results in more detail. 

Interestingly, Arabic and English, as mentioned earlier, share some of these sounds regardless of being voiced or 
not. Arabic has both the voiced phoneme /b/ and the voiceless one /f/. Therefore, voicing cannot be the reasoning 
for the misperception as shown in the following sections. 

7.3.1 The Initial /p/ and /b/ Sounds  

By looking closely into the analysis of the data, it is evident that the subjects who had been in Australia for more 
than three years found it easier to perceive these initial sounds. The data show that there is a very slight chance 
of missing the sound(s) with six participants which is normal to happen with non-native speakers of English. 
Consider the following figure: 

 

 

Figure 1. Participants studying English for many years in an English-speaking country 

 

Group B, it represents those participants who had been studying English for less than six months at the time they 
did the experiment. The data show that the majority have misperception of the initial sounds. Only two of them 
were able to distinguish between /p/ and /b/ in the initial position. Three participants were not able to decide 
which sound they heard; one of them missed two words and the other two participants missed one word each of 
them as it is shown in Figure 2 below. 
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Figure 2. Participants studying English for less than six months in an English-speaking country 

 

Group C is a different group as it consisted of some children who had had a greater exposure to English in earlier 
stages of their learning than other participants. This is an important factor if we take into consideration what 
Chomsky proposed regarding the critical period needed to acquire a language Chomsky (1965). Generally, 
participants in this group found no problems selecting the correct sounds they heard with some exceptions of 
four subjects who missed four words and/or sounds and five others who missed sounds where participants show 
they are not able to decide the correct phoneme, as shown in Figure 3 below. 

 

 

Figure 3. Children studying English for many years in an English-speaking country 

 

Finally, Group D, which represents those participants who had been studying English for many years in Saudi 
Arabia. These participants had had no real exposure to English with native speakers of English. The data shows 
that although they had been studying English for many years, they had a considerable misperception of the initial 
sounds /p/ and /b/. It is seen through the data that the highest correct score was seven out of eleven and the 
highest misperception was eight as wrong answers. Also, this group show that they had difficulties in choosing 
some sounds. Consider the following figure:  
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Figure 4. Participants studying English for many years in Saudi Arabia 

 

7.3.2 The Initial /f/ and /v/ Sounds  

Groups (A−D) did the same previous experiment but this time they had been tested to choose between /f/ and /v/ 
sounds. With regard to word initial position, Group A again showed that they had few misperceptions of the 
initial sounds /f/ and /v/. Three subjects made three wrong choices. Also, five participants showed that they were 
not able to decide the sounds they heard. This result was expectable because these participants did the 
experiment after spending many years in Australia. By saying this, I suggest that the close exposure to English 
within English speaking country is one clear reason why they had achieved high scores. Consider Figure 5 
below: 

 

 

Figure 5. Participants studying English for many years in an English-speaking country 

 

Group B who were experiencing similar environment to Group A did not show similar scores. It is basically clear 
that the period they spent in Australia is not sufficient to have a very high proficiency level. All the ten subjects 
made wrong choices with variation in the score from one participant to another. Participant 6 and participant 10 
faced difficulties in choosing one of the correct sounds, as shown below.  
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Figure 6. Participants studying English for less than six months in an English-speaking country 

 

Group C, on the other hand, had a better environment as they had been studying English in Australia for many 
years. So, they had an advantage similar to Group A. As well, they were exposed to English at younger ages. 
However, five sounds were chosen wrongly. Also, three different participants chose three missed sounds where 
they could not recognize the correct sound, as seen in the following figure. 

 

 
Figure 7. Children studying English for many years in an English-speaking country 

 

Group D shows to have contained ten high misperceptions of the initial sounds /f/ and /v/ with a variation in 
scores from the lowest three wrong choices to eight wrong choices. Also, eight participants had difficulties in 
choosing the correct sounds, with a range from zero for two participants and to four missed sounds for one 
participant. As stated before, this proves that exposure to English in real situations and/or environments have a 
positive impact on the perceptions of the initial sounds /f/ and /v/. Consider the following figure:  
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Figure 8. Participants studying English for many years in Saudi Arabia 

 

7.3.3 The Medial /p/ and /b/ Sounds 

The medial bilabial sounds /p/ and /b/ show the highest degree of misperceptions with some variations from one 
group to another. One main reason behind this is that all the recorded words are not real words (non-sense 
words). Thus, by having this result and by having misperception in other environment, it can be sound proof that 
some correctly chosen phonemes were a result of being real recognizable words other than being a true 
perception according to the group and their level of English and/or their previous exposure to English. 

Unlike the initial sound /p/ and /b/, the medial position showed a higher degree of misperception for participants 
who had been studying English for many years in Australia. Only one participant was able to get all sounds 
correct. The other nine participants made many wrong choices starting from one to four while three participants 
had some missed sounds. This means they had problems in deciding the correct choice ranging from one missed 
sound to five missed sounds, as shown in the figure below. 

 

 

Figure 9. Participants studying English for many years in an English-speaking country 

 

Participants, who had been studying English for less than six months in Australia, also showed a higher degree of 
misperceptions of the medial /p/ and /b/. Responses ranged from two to seven wrong choices. Only two 
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participants showed they were not able to decide two sounds in one case and one sound for the second case. 
Consider the following figure: 

 

 
Figure 10. Participants studying English for less than six months in an English-speaking country 

 

Interestingly, those children, who were studying English in Australia, have shown to have some misperceptions 
of /p/ and /b/ in the medial position. Only two participants scored all the ten sounds correctly. The wrong choices 
range from one to three. Only one participant was shown to have one missed sound, as indicated the figure below. 
I suggest that this proves that non-native speakers of English have problems with the perception of /p/ and /b/ 
regardless of their English proficiency. 

 

 
Figure 11. Children studying English for many years in an English-speaking country 

 

Participants, who had studied English for many years in Saudi Arabia, scored the lowest score for the true 
choices of the medial /p/ and /b/. Their wrong choices are between three to seven out of ten different sounds. By 
saying that, it means that this is the highest misperception of the bilabial sound in the medial position with 
comparison to all the other three groups. Consider the following:  
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Figure 12. Participants studying English for many years in Saudi Arabia 

 

7.3.4 The Medial /f/ and /v/ Sounds 

On the other hand, the medial labio-dental sounds /f/ and /v/ indicate that the participants who lived and studied 
in Australia for many years have higher scores of true choices as was expected connecting this result to their long 
period of immersion in an English-speaking environment along with a greater exposure to English. However, six 
of the participants also made some wrong choices including three missed sounds. I suggest that the wrong 
choices happened as a result of the close environment for those participants. Some participants live in 
English-speaking countries; nevertheless, they practice their mother tongue language most of the time with their 
families and/or their friends. Consider the following figure:  

 

 

Figure 13. Participants studying English for many years in an English-speaking country 

 

The experiment revealed that participants, who had had similar environment and exposure to English as Group A 
but for a shorter period of time, experienced some problems perceiving the labio-dental sounds /f/ and /v/ in the 
medial position. All subjects were shown to have wrong choices ranging from two to five wrong choices. Four 
participants have missed some sounds, too.  
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Figure 14. Participants studying English for less than six months in an English-speaking country 

 

Group C, representing children studying English in Australia, eight participants made wrong choices. Only one 
participant missed a sound. This happened as all the recorded words are non-sense words (unreal words) as 
shown in the following figure. 

 

 
Figure 15. Children studying English for many years in an English-speaking country 

 

Group D made many wrong choices and many missed sounds, with some variations between the participants. 
Those participants studied English in Saudi Arabia. All participants made wrong choices ranging from three to 
eight wrong choices. Also, all participants have missed sounds and ranged from one missed sound to four missed 
sounds, as seen in the following figure.  
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Figure 16. Participants studying English for many years in Saudi Arabia 

 

7.3.5 The Final /p/ and /b/ Sounds 

Regarding the final bilabial sounds /p/ and /b/, the experiment shows that the degree of the misperception 
increased in all cases including children. With regard to Group A which was expected to score good results in 
this experiment as they had been located in Australia for many years, six participants out of the ten scored 
misperceptions. One participant made five wrong choices which resulted in this participant missed 50%, when 
this is linked back to the environment where they practice English on a daily base. Three other participants 
demonstrated having issues with some sounds where they were not able to decide the sound they heard. Consider 
the following figure: 

 

 

Figure 17. Participants studying English for many years in an English-speaking country 

 

On the other hand, those subjects, who are in Group B, experienced more misperceived sounds, which ranged 
from two wrong choices to four choices. Only one participant missed a sound, as shown in the figure below. 
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Figure 18. Participants studying English for less than six months in an English-speaking country 

 

Surprisingly, Group C, whose participants had experienced a better learning environment and had met all the 
positive criteria to learn a language as a second language, showed misperceptions for seven of the participants. 
Only two children made no wrong choices. Two participants had some missed sounds. However, this group had 
the least misperceptions with comparison to all the other three groups. Consider the figure below. 

 

 

Figure 19. Children studying English for many years in an English-speaking country 

 

Group D had the highest misperceptions including both the wrong choices and the missed sounds. Wrong 
choices ranged from three to eight. Missed sounds also ranged from one missed sound to four. Generally, this 
result was expected due to the exposure and the environment factors. Consider the following: 
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Figure 20. Participants studying English for many years in Saudi Arabia 

 

7.3.6 The Final /f/ and /v/ Sounds 

On the other side of the scale, labio-dental sounds /f/ and /v/, in the final position, show a higher misperception 
average from the bilabial sounds discussed above. Like the previous positions, participants, in group A, were 
shown to have very few wrong choices and/or missed sounds. Only one participant was able to choose all sounds 
correctly, as shown below. 

 

 

Figure 21. Participants studying English for many years in an English-speaking country 

 

Group B also scored higher misperceptions with regard to those in Group A as they had spent less than six 
months in Australia. The highest score for true choices was nine whereas the highest number of wrong choices 
was five. Only four participants experienced difficulties deciding what the sound they heard. Consider the 
following figure.  
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Figure 22. Participants studying English for less than six months in an English-speaking country 

 

Group C showed the highest score with regard to the final labio-dental sounds /f/ and /v/. Although they scored 
the lowest misperceptions among all the groups, they also made some wrong choices as well as missed sounds. 
The true choices ranged from nine true choices (the lowest) and raised up to eleven true choices (the highest), as 
seen in the following figure.  

 

 

Figure 23. Children studying English for many years in an English-speaking country 

On the other hand, Group D had the lowest score among all the other three groups, ranging from three to eight 
wrong choices. In addition, they also had some missed sounds ranging from one to four in their responses. 
Consider the following: 

 

 

Figure 24. Participants studying English for many years in Saudi Arabia 
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8. Conclusion  
This paper explores the perception of four different phonemes in English: the bilabial stops (/p/ and /b/) and the 
labio-dental fricatives (/f/ and /v/) in Saudi learners of English. It was claimed that Saudi second language 
learners of English misperceive sounds such as /p/ and /v/ when learning English especially for those learners 
who have had less exposure to English or those who do not have a conductive environment for learning. Voicing 
cannot be the reason behind this misperception as has been proven due to the misperception of sounds regardless 
of being voiced or not. Some sounds such as the Medial Bilabial sounds /p/ and /b/ indicate more misperception 
than others. However, according to the data, it is clear that there is a misperception but it is not definite due to 
the conditions in which this project took place where participants did not have the chance to do the experiment in 
a phonetics laboratory. There might be other factors related to some technical issues, as well. However, this study 
sheds some lights on other factors that might contribute to the misperception such as age, education, 
environment and exposure to English.  

Therefore, as noted previously, it is important to state that this misperception occurs more evidently with 
subjects who are learning English as learners in a non-native speaking English country or as beginners (learning 
English for less than six months). It happens more rarely with young learners, who are learning English in an 
English-speaking country. Participants, who are studying English in Australia for more than three years, have the 
same problem but with less degree. Therefore, it is believed that there should be a significant relation between 
the misperceptions and what is happening in the learner’s brain processing. It is also claimed that the early start 
of learning language can have its impact on the perception process. Therefore, it is also important to bear in mind 
that there is another window to look at this issue, which is through the learners’ brain processing with production 
and perception training experiments. Finally, I believe that this paper strongly suggests that teaching the correct 
articulation of English phonemes for Saudi learners of English as a second language in school is essential.  
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